
Activation load rests on a single set screw which controls lever and spindle 
attachment and function.  Over time, set screws loosen and get lost through 
slamming of doors, general use, and abuse.

Spindle then separates from the lever and in turn separates from the latch 
body causing the latch to not operate, resulting in trapped consumers and 
unnecessary complaints, locksmith calls, and costs to rectify the issues.

1. No set screw to be concerned with.
2. Pre-assembled; easy install.
3. Circlip, spring and limiter design keeps 

levers properly attached eliminating 
lever/spindle separation.

4. Post design eliminates undo stress on 
components and keeps rosettes in perfect 
alignment.

5. Scored sub-plates keeps rosette and levers 
square and horizontal.

6. Effortless 28° latch rotation.



Most competing manufacturers utilize a 
set screw located on the lever to hold 
the spindle in place for proper latch 
activation. 
Set screws can often become loose, lost 
or stripped causing levers to loosen, sag 
and become disconnected from the 
rosette resulting in spindle will 
disengage from the latch resulting in the 
latch binding and lever sag.

Ashley Norton has eliminated the use of set 
screws on privacy and passage sets and the 
resulting headaches.

Levers are installed on the rosette by way of a 
circlip, spring and a limiter. 

For Privacy sets, an O ring is 
installed on a split spindle 

keeping it centered in the latch 
and in contact with the levers.

The spring reduces stress on the latch body 
and promotes a horizontal return of the 
lever.  The limiter prevents over torqueing of 
lever and in turn less abuse on the latch. 

All Ashley Norton Brass sets 
come preassembled,.



Improper installation, 
slamming of doors, 

children’s aggressive play 
all have a part in hardware 

being out of square 
resulting in intermittent 

function and an 
unappealing appearance.

Specialized scoring on the interior of 
the sub-plates promotes added 
friction and bite against the door face 
preventing rotation and shift.

Posts bracketing the latch 
stabilize its position reducing 
stress on the most important 
component of the set and 
aiding in rosette alignment.

Sagging Lever

Proper lever alignment



Imagine your hands are full of grocery bags. Without
a free hand, the task of opening your door becomes a
real chore and circus act unless you have the proper
latch design.

Many leading manufacturers provide a commercial 
52° latch standard which requires over 50% more 
effort to activate and require an upcharge to upgrade 
to a 28° latch.

Ashley Norton provides 28° latch on all sets as a standard, at no extra charge. 
Opening your door with your hands full of grocery bags can be can be done 
with minimal effort, all you need is just your elbow.

Some manufacturers’ sets arrive needing to 
be assembled.  Lever and roses are 
separate as well as multiple components 
that need to be arranged.  Cost of assembly 
becomes a burden on the installer and 
installation of one set could take 15 
minutes.

Ashley Norton ships sets with 
levers already attached to the 
rosettes. No loose parts to 
worry about.  Typical install 
time for an Ashley Norton 
interior set is approx. 4 
minutes.

To learn more about Ashley Norton’s Solid 
Brass collection call (800) 393 1097 or 

email at info@ashleynorton.com


